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Hearing Yue Feng mentioning himself, Xiaolong was very excited and twisted his body
in Yue Feng’s arms. I want to say that I am Xiao Xi, but it is too small to speak at all.
Xiaolong’s strange behavior, but Yue Feng didn’t realize it at all.
call!
Zhu Bajie took a deep breath, his expression became complicated, he hesitated, and
said in a low voice, “That…brother, be prepared, what I have inquired about is not good
news.
” Jiao was caught and imprisoned. Besides, your sworn brothers Wen Chou Chou and
Xiao Xi have both had an accident.”
Om!
Hearing this, Yue Feng sighed in his heart: “What happened to Brother Wen and Xiao
Xi?”
Brother Wen and Xiao Xi, one is his own brother and the other is his confidante. If
something happens to the two of them, Yue Feng will I’m afraid I won’t be able to bear
it!
Zhu Bajie scratched his head, with a sad face, looked at Yue Feng and said, “Wen
Chou Chou has taken refuge with Zhang Jiao… Xiao Xi… Xiao Xi is dead!” After a long
time, Zhu Bajie caught a Wutian The head of the organization learned from him that
Zhang Jiao sent someone to find Xiao Xi’s body.
As for the news that Wen Chou Chou took refuge in Zhang Jiao, it is no longer a secret.
What?
Hearing this, Yue Feng was shocked and staggered back a step, only to feel powerless,
his eyes instantly turned red, and the tears could not stop flowing.
Xiao Xi… dead?
Impossible… No, she is so kind, at her age, how can she die? This is not true.
“Zhang Jiao, I, Yue Feng, swear that I won’t be human if I don’t smash your corpse into
tens of thousands of pieces.” Yue Feng clenched his fists tightly, his heart was filled
with anger, and he roared up to the sky.
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Feeling Yue Feng’s sadness, Xiaolong was moved beyond words, and his body was
tightly in Yue Feng’s arms.
“Huh!” Finally, after more than ten seconds, Yue Feng stabilized his emotions and
looked at Zhu Bajie
closely: “You said that Brother Wen has taken refuge with Zhang Jiao, are you sure the
news is true?”
Mutiny, do things for Zhang Jiao?
“This is what a hall master of the Wutian Organization said.” Zhu Bajie smiled bitterly
and said seriously: “Also, I also saw Wen Chouchou at the hall of the Wutian
Organization with my own eyes. Those disciples of the Wutian Organization at that time,
I’m very respectful to him, it doesn’t look like a fake.”
This….
Hearing this, Yue Feng sat paralyzed on the chair, his mind was in a mess, and he
couldn’t speak.
…..
On the other side, there is the general altar of the Wutian organization.
In the main hall, Zhang Jiao sat there with no expression on his face, no mood swings,
just a bit of gloom in his eyes. For several days, there was no news of Yue Feng, which
made Zhang Jiao very annoyed.
On both sides behind him, a young man and woman stood there quietly, very
respectfully.
The men and women were in their twenties. The man was handsome and stylish, the
woman was sexy and charming. The man’s name was Shen Fei, and the woman’s
name was Su Li. They were Zhang Jiao’s new disciples in the past two years.
Shen Fei and Su Li are smart and eager to learn, with strong ability to do things, and
are deeply loved by Zhang Jiao.
On the two sides below, Wen Chou Chou and other senior officials of the Wutian
organization stood there silently, knowing that Zhang Jiao was in a bad mood at this
time, and they did not dare to step forward to touch the bad.
Made!

At this time, Wen Chou Chou, his expression was indifferent, but his heart was very
anxious.
I thought that by pretending to join Zhang Jiao, I would be able to get their plan to deal
with Yue Feng as soon as possible, but in the end, two days later, there has been no
news of Yue Feng, as if he has disappeared.
Wen Chou Chou and Yue Feng are brothers, can’t you be in a hurry?
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The white horse standing at the door has a look of indifference, and even a sneer at the
corner of his mouth.
Yue Feng, Wen Chou Chou, and Sun Dasheng have been famous for so long, and their
era should come to an end.
In Bai Ma’s heart, he naturally didn’t want Wen Chou Chou to get Yue Feng’s
whereabouts. On the contrary, it would be best if something happened to Yue Feng.
At that time, he will no longer have to worry about Wen Chou Chou and can work for
Zhang Jiao.
“My lord!”
Just when everyone was silent, a disciple walked in quickly and told Zhang Jiao, “Lu
Lingshan, the head of the Holy Fire Palace, ask to see you outside the palace.”
Holy Fire Palace?
Hearing this, everyone was stunned.
Especially Wen Chou Chou, his heart jumped, Mad, after the fall of Ming Sect, didn’t Lu
Lingshan live in seclusion? When was the Holy Fire Palace created again?
At this time, Zhang Jiao reacted and waved his hand: “Please come in.” Speaking of
which, Lu Lingshan was the goddess of the rivers and lakes of the Tianqi Continent.
Zhang Jiao has always heard her name for a long time, and has never seen a real
person. At this time, she learned that she took the initiative. Come to visit, just to see.
When the voice fell, the disciple walked out quickly.
A few seconds later, the disciple led a slender figure and slowly walked into the hall,
dressed in a fiery red dress with a sultry curve, like a flame.
It was Lu Lingshan.

Swish!
At this moment, everyone’s eyes were focused on Lu Lingshan, and many of the male
disciples were staring straight.
Beautiful, so beautiful.
Only Wen Chou Chou secretly frowned, staring at Lu Lingshan, with vigilance and
complexity in his eyes.
I haven’t seen each other for a few years, but this woman seems to have grown a lot
stronger.
“Master Lu.”
At this time, Zhang Jiao reacted and looked at Lu Lingshan with a smile: “I don’t know
what to do with the sudden visit?” After speaking, Zhang Jiao’s eyes couldn’t help
looking up and down.
As expected of the goddess of the rivers and lakes in the Apocalypse Continent, this
woman is really beautiful.
Lu Lingshan didn’t care about Zhang Jiao’s gaze, her beautiful face was very calm, and
she said straight to the point: “Your Excellency is the head of the Wutian Organization,
right? I heard recently that you want to deal with Yue Feng?”
When talking about Yue Feng, Lu Lingshan’s heart was full of shame and anger, and
she almost gritted her teeth.
This bastard, Yue Feng, was imprisoned in the secret passage of purgatory by himself
at the time, and he was still alive. Moreover, after escaping, he humiliated himself and
killed him 10,000 times.
Three days ago, Lu Lingshan escaped with the help of the room’s organs, and later
learned that Yue Feng went to Death Valley to investigate the phenomenon of heaven
and earth. At that time, Lu Lingshan did not hesitate and sent a competent man to
follow.
Soon, the people from the Holy Fire Palace discovered that Yue Feng had appeared in
Xuanshi City and was with the eldest lady of the Yu family.
At that time, Lu Lingshan really wanted to lead the elite of the Holy Fire Palace to attack
Yue Feng directly, but when she learned that Zhu Bajie was there, she immediately
dismissed her attention. You must know that Zhu Bajie and Zhu Rong, like Gonggong,
have been famous for thousands of years. The peerless powerhouse, with him there,
even if the entire Sacred Fire Palace is dispatched, it may not be able to win.

Finally learned that the Wutian Organization is also dealing with Yue Feng, and the
leader is still the famous Zhang Jiao, Lu Lingshan did not hesitate at that time, and went
directly to visit in person.
“Oh?”
Hearing this, Zhang Jiao looked at Lu Lingshan with a half-smile, “Why does Sect
Leader Lu ask that?”
Zhang Jiao is a smart person, and he won’t admit anything until he understands Lu
Lingshan’s purpose.
call!
Lu Lingshan took a deep breath, her beautiful face was full of resentment: “Yue Feng
and I have an inseparable feud. This time, I’m here to cooperate with your Wutian
organization.”
Zhang Jiao smiled and nodded. Said: “So that’s the case, that’s great. The head of Lu
came in person, it seems that there is a clue from Yue Feng?”
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“Not bad!”
Lu Lingshan nodded and said without hesitation: “I have already found out the
whereabouts of Yue Feng, as long as we can…” Halfway through, seeing Wen Chou
Chou standing there, she suddenly became petite. trembling.
“Why… why is he here?” Seeing Wen Chou Chou, Lu Lingshan’s eyes flashed with
resentment. Back then, it was Wen Chou Chou and Yue Feng who destroyed the Ming
Sect.
The enemy is particularly jealous when they meet. In an instant, Lu Lingshan’s inner
strength was spinning, and she was about to take action at any time.
Wen Chou Chou was also staring at Lu Lingshan closely, always on guard.
“Haha…”
Seeing this scene, Zhang Jiao stood up and smiled to smooth things over: “Sect Master
Lu, don’t be nervous, Palace Master Wen has already made a clear relationship with
Yue Feng, and is now serving under me, his own… “
What?

Hearing this, Lu Lingshan was stunned for a moment, and looked at Wen Chou Chou in
surprise. He… He actually betrayed Yue Feng and joined Zhang Jiao?
But seeing that Zhang Jiao didn’t seem to be joking, Lu Lingshan gradually let go of her
hostility.
“Master Lu, tell me about Yue Feng’s clues.” Zhang Jiao asked impatiently.
Lu Lingshan bit her lip and said slowly, “He cultivated in the Yu family villa in Xuanye
Continent…” In the next few minutes, Lu Lingshan shared all the clues she knew.
Whoa!
Hearing this, the entire hall was in an uproar, especially Zhang Jiao, whose eyes
flashed with excitement.
Haha… It turns out that this kid Yue Feng is hiding in a cultivating family.
“Don’t be too happy for now.”
Just when everyone was very excited, Lu Lingshan spoke again: “Not only Yue Feng is
alone there, but also Zhu Bajie, my disciple of the Holy Fire Palace, I have already
found out that Zhu Bajie is Miss Yu’s master.”
Saying that, Lu Lingshan frowned, revealing a bit of dread: “Zhu Bajie is powerful and
should not be underestimated.”
Zhu Bajie?
Hearing these three words, Zhang Jiao frowned and his expression became solemn.
That’s right, Zhang Jiao claims to be witty and powerful, but he is also jealous. For
example, Guiguzi, Yang Jian, etc., some powerful people who have been famous for
thousands of years, Zhu Bajie is also one of them.
Everyone around them also changed their expressions.
“If you want to deal with Yue Feng, you have to pass the level of Zhu Bajie.” Lu
Lingshan said with a serious face, and said again: “So, we have to find a way to deal
with Zhu Bajie first. The wind is nothing to worry about.”
Hmm!
Zhang Jiao nodded silently in approval: “Master Lu is right.” After speaking
, Zhang Jiao looked around and said, “What can you do?”

However, everyone looked at each other, and no one came out to speak. Zhu Bajie was
an extremely strong person. If you want to find a way to deal with him, I’m afraid it will
be more difficult than catching Yue Feng.
broken.
Seeing this scene, Wen Chou Chou remained calm, but felt anxious in his heart.
Lu Lingshan took the initiative to join forces with Zhang Jiao, and also brought news of
Fengzi, what should I do?
“Master, I have a solution.”
At this moment, a charming figure came out with a confident smile on his face, it was Su
Li.
“What way?” Zhang Jiao was overjoyed and asked quickly.
Su Li smiled slightly, looked around, and said, “As we all know, this Zhu Bajie is a
womanizer. It is evident that he robbed Duan Yu’s wife back then, and he is most
fascinated by Empress Chang’e.”
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, Su Li showed a confident smile and continued: “Miss Chang’e, aren’t you following
Patriarch Chunyang and cultivating in the Holy Sect? My solution is, let’s pretend to be
disciples of the Holy Sect and go to see Zhu Bajie, Said that Empress Chang’e wanted
to see him.”
“With Zhu Bajie’s personality, she will definitely rush to the Holy Sect as soon as
possible. At that time, we only need to ambush on the road he must pass, and we can
easily capture it.”
“Meeting Empress Chang’e is here . Zhu Bajie will definitely not tell Yue Feng, let alone
other people, so we don’t need to worry, he has help.”
After saying this, Su Li smiled and looked at Zhang Jiao.
Haha…
Zhang Jiao is very happy, his eyes are full of praise: “This method is good, good, good.”
As expected of his own disciple, Su Li Bingxue is so smart that she can come up with
such a wonderful idea, she really doesn’t have it. The wrong person.
Afterwards, Zhang Jiao sent two elite disciples to the Yu family to lead Zhu Bajie out.

After a few minutes, the ceremony was over and everyone left the hall one after
another.
“Palace Master!”
At this time, Bai Ma walked over quickly and said to Wen Chou Chou with a pretense,
“What should I do? If Zhu Bajie is arrested, Sect Master Yue will be in danger.”
When he said this, Bai Ma was still pretending. He looked around and looked very
cautious.
Ugh!
Wen Chou Chou let out a long sigh, and was extremely anxious in his heart: “Of course
I know this, so we have to do something, we can’t wait like this.”
At this time, Wen Chou Chou wanted to rush to the Yu family immediately, but thought,
After he left without saying goodbye, Zhang Jiao realized that he had lied to him, and by
then, the great saints in the cell would be in danger.
At this time, Wen Chou Chou didn’t know yet, Zhang Jiao knew from Bai Ma about the
false surrender.
“Does the hall master have a plan?” White Horse came up and asked carefully.
Wen Chou Chou thought for a while, and said seriously: “Well, wait until you go to see
Zhang Jiao and say that you are willing to go to the Holy Sect and lie to Chang’e to go
out of the mountain, and when you see Empress Chang’e, tell her the situation and ask
her to give it to her. Some panacea to restore power.”
Wen Chouchou could see that Zhang Jiao had great ambitions, and he would deal with
Chang’e after Zhu Bajie was caught.
So, let the white horse take the initiative to go to the holy sect and pretend to deceive
Chang’e to come out of the mountain. In fact, it is to get the elixir from Chang’e. You
must know that Dasheng Sun is extremely weak and must have elixir to recover. Wen
Chou Chou can’t make elixir. , And the holy sect where Chang’e is located is a holy
place of Taoism, and it is very easy to get the panacea.
Speaking of which, Wen Chou Chou also wanted to secretly send someone to the Yu
family to let Yue Feng refine the antidote, but Wen Chou Chou acted cautiously. If
Zhang Jiao found out, all plans would be in vain. There will be danger.
call!

Hearing this, Bai Ma’s eyes flickered, and he complimented hypocritically: “The hall
master really has a long-term plan.”
Said, the white horse showed a smile: “Don’t worry, the hall master, I will definitely
follow your instructions.
” It’s gloomy and cold, the text is ugly, the text is ugly, you are digging your own grave,
and you can’t blame me.
“Go!” Wen Chou Chou said lightly.
The white horse responded and walked quickly towards the place where Zhang Jiao
was resting.
Soon, at the door, White Horse stopped.
I saw that in the room, Zhang Jiao was sitting there meditating.
“Master!” White Horse shouted cautiously.
Zhang Jiao opened his eyes and said indifferently, “What’s the matter?” Although White
Horse expressed his allegiance, Zhang Jiao was also very unhappy with this kind of
unsteady stance.
Bai Ma squeezed out a smile, walked in quickly, and said respectfully, “My lord, Wen
Chou Chou can’t bear it anymore. Just now, he has come up with a plan.”
When he said this, Bai Ma was full of flattery.
Oh?
Zhang Jiao suddenly became interested, and hurriedly asked, “What plan?”
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white horse did not hesitate, and explained the things that Wen Chou Chou explained
one by one.
Made.
Knowing this, Zhang Jiao’s eyes flashed with a hint of coldness, and he sneered: “As
expected of the hall master of the Hall of Longevity, his mind is turning very fast, and he
wants to play this game with me.”

After speaking, Zhang Jiao thought about it, and pointed at him. Bai Ma instructed:
“Since Palace Master Wen has come up with a solution, you can deceive Chang’e as he
said. As for the panacea, when you come back, ask me to take it, do you understand?”
When he said this, Zhang Jiaoyi The gloomy face.
Wen Chou Chou, if you want to save those people in the Ouyang family, I’m afraid you
won’t be able to save them in this life, and I will make them completely useless.
…..
the other side.
In the Yujia villa, Yue Feng stayed in the room, and has been working hard to recover.
After learning that Wen Chou Chou had taken refuge with Zhang Jiao and Xiao Xi’s
death, Yue Feng almost collapsed.
During this day, Yue Feng practiced desperately, just to regain his strength as soon as
possible and go back to seek revenge for Zhang Jiao.
At this moment, in the side hall on the first floor, Zhu Bajie sat there with a dull face,
bored, and wanted to have a good drink with Yue Feng, but Yue Feng was determined
to take revenge and spent most of his time cultivating.
No one was drinking with him, which made Zhu Bajie very helpless.
Beside her, Yu Qianqian diligently served tea and poured water. Seeing that Master
was in a bad mood, she didn’t dare to talk nonsense.
“Master, miss!”
At this moment, a servant walked in and said respectfully, “Someone outside asked to
see him, saying that it was from the Sacred Sect.”
Sacred Sect?
Hearing this, Zhu Bajie stood up suddenly, a little inexplicably excited. Chang’e was
practicing Taoism in the Holy Sect. Could it be someone she sent?
Thinking of Chang’e, Zhu Bajie couldn’t be more excited, and hurriedly shouted: “Come
on, please come in.”
Then, Zhu Bajie smiled at Yu Qianqian and said, “Good disciple, you should avoid it
first, I and I It’s strange that the guests talk about something.”

The matter between me and Chang’e is always a little disgraceful, so don’t let the
apprentice stay here, so as not to be embarrassed.
“Yes, Master.” Yu Qianqian was very reluctant. You must know that the Holy Sect is a
hidden sect. There are many legends in the Kyushu Continent alone. Yu Qianqian has
long wanted to see the style of these hidden sects. But seeing Zhu Bajie’s
unquestionable face, Yu Qianqian didn’t dare to go against it.
Soon, Yu Qianqian went upstairs.
As soon as the forefoot left, the servant brought two people dressed up from the sect
and walked in slowly.
“The disciples of the Holy Sect have met Mr. Zhu.”
When they got to the front, the two spoke in unison, showing great respect to Zhu Bajie.
Yes, these two were sent by Zhang Jiao, and they were not disciples of the Holy Sect at
all.
Zhu Bajie waved his hand with a smile: “No gift, no gift, you suddenly came to me, is it
Lu Dongbin’s intention, or someone else sent you here?” The
two looked at each other, and then one of them politely said: “Don’t hide it from Zhu. Sir,
it’s Empress Chang’e, let us come.” The
voice fell, and another interface said: “Niang Niang said, there are some things that I
want to discuss with Mr. Zhu.”
Haha…
Hearing this, Zhu Bajie is too beautiful , I was almost happy.
Sure enough, Chang’e was looking for her. Speaking of which, after Hou Yi died for so
many years, she must be alone in the holy sect to practice Taoism. Speaking of which,
he is still very attractive.
Thinking of this, Zhu Bajie asked, “Has your mother said anything?”
“This…” One of the disciples hesitated, then replied, “My mother didn’t say anything.”
At this moment, Zhu Bajie was even more concerned . Excited, but also more certain,
Chang’e’s search for herself must be an emotional matter between men and women,
and she couldn’t wait.
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Soon, Zhu Bajie held back his excitement and was ready to set off.
When Yu Qianqian was about to leave the Yu family’s villa, Yu Qianqian learned that
Zhu Bajie was leaving and insisted on going together. Although Yu Qianqian was a girl
and the eldest miss of the Yu family, she liked the adventures of Jianghu the most.
Don’t miss out at all.
Zhu Bajie was so entangled that he only had to take Yu Qianqian with him.
Half an hour later, Zhu Bajie and Yu Qianqian, led by two disciples, rushed towards the
Northern Ying Continent.
Back then, when Yang Jian was still there, Zhu Bajie was wanted in the Northern Ying
Continent, but now that Yang Jian has been dead for three years, Zhu Bajie is naturally
fearless.
call!
At this moment, out of the suburbs, Yu Qianqian was indescribably excited.
Finally, I can benefit from the rivers and lakes with Master. This feeling is really fun. I
heard that the cultivation strength of Beiying Continent is the highest in Kyushu. You
must have a good experience.
“Master!”
Excited, Yu Qianqian thought of something: “By the way, the uncle is still training in the
villa, why don’t you ask him to go with him?”
“Stupid boy, he hasn’t recovered from his injuries, so he doesn’t need to run around.
That’s it.” Zhu Bajie looked at Yu Qianqian with a smile, shook his head and said,
“Besides, there is nothing special, just the two of us.”
With Yue Feng’s personality, if he knew that he would meet Chang’e, he would
definitely make fun of him.
“By the way, when the time comes to the Holy Sect, you must listen to the master’s
words.” Zhu Bajie thought of something, and solemnly instructed: “The head of the Holy
Sect, Lu Dongbin, is my friend. Absolutely, you have to be obedient and don’t
embarrass Master.”
When he said this, Zhu Bajie looked serious, but his eyes flashed with pride.

Zhu Bajie is not only lustful, but also likes to brag in front of beautiful women. Especially
in front of his beautiful apprentice, he couldn’t help bragging about himself.
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“I see, Master!” Yu Qianqian nodded with a smile.
At the same time, Yu Qianqian’s face was full of admiration, and couldn’t help but
touting: “Master is amazing, all the Daoist masters are your friends.”
“Haha, of course!” As
he was talking and laughing, he reached a mountain road and looked at In the woods
on both sides in front of him, Zhu Bajie instinctively became vigilant.
I’m going, it’s not right! How do you feel the murderous aura ahead?
“Zhu Bajie?”
“Quick, surround yourself!”
Just as Zhu Bajie was frowning secretly, he heard an angry shout, and then he saw
hundreds of master cultivators rushing out of the woods.
All dressed in black, holding a long knife, all of them are not low in strength, obviously
they have been lying in ambush here for a long time.
At the same time, the two disciples who were leading the way also ran away and rushed
into the woods, disappearing in the blink of an eye.
“Master…”
Seeing this scene, Yu Qianqian’s body trembled, and she panicked.
Zhu Bajie was very frightened, but at the same time kept his calm, he quickly comforted
Yu Qianqian: “Good disciple, don’t panic. You hide away first and watch Master take
care of them.”
Zhu Bajie is not stupid, he knows that he has been deceived . But there is no panic at
all. Although there are many practitioners in front of them, there are not many of them
whose strength exceeds the realm of Martial Emperor.
Hearing this, Yu Qianqian didn’t have time to think, and quickly hid behind the tree next
to her.
Whoops!

As soon as Yu Qianqian was hiding, Zhu Bajie was surrounded by many practitioners.
Yes, these cultivators are all elites of the Wutian Organization, and they were ordered
by Zhang Jiao to ambush Zhu Bajie here.
“A bunch of rabble, quickly get out of the way for me.” Zhu Bajie didn’t panic at all,
looked around, and said lightly.
The voice was not loud, but it was full of majesty, unquestionable.
“Made!” The
leader, with a grim face, looked at Zhu Bajie coldly: “Zhu Bajie, already surrounded by
us, how dare you be so arrogant??”
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said, he was too lazy to talk nonsense, and shouted angrily: “Everyone, let’s go
together, the lord said, you want to see people in life, and you want to see corpses in
death.”
Hu La!
In an instant, thousands of cultivators rushed towards Zhu Bajie, mobilizing their inner
strength.
Speaking of which, if facing Zhu Bajie alone, this group of people would definitely not
have the courage. After all, Zhu Bajie has been famous for thousands of years, and his
strength is unfathomable. concerns.
Um? what lord?
Hearing the other party’s anger, Zhu Bajie secretly frowned, and until now he didn’t
realize who the other party was and who the protagonist they were talking about.
But seeing the other party’s direct action, Zhu Bajie was also completely irritated: “Mad,
you think that I, Lao Zhu, are easy to bully, right? It’s been a long time since I moved my
muscles and bones. I’ll use you to practice my hands today!”
Zhu Bajie was right ! , I haven’t done it with anyone for several years. I will practice my
hand today. More importantly, the beautiful apprentice is watching from the side, so I
can’t be ashamed.
hum!
When the voice fell, Zhu Bajie moved his wrist and rushed over.

“Master, be careful.” Yu Qianqian, who was hiding behind the tree, was excited and
worried, and couldn’t help but let out a coquettish cry.
Bang bang bang….
Hearing the shout, Zhu Bajie gave Yu Qianqian a reassuring smile, and then rushed into
the crowd of the other party, like a tiger entering a flock of sheep, only to hear a sound
of vibration, and the formation of the other party was in chaos.
….
this time, the other side!
Yujia villa, in the guest room.
Yue Feng breathed a sigh of relief and stopped meditating. Compared with the previous
few days, his complexion returned to normal, his spirits were bright, and his injuries
were basically better.
Finally regaining his strength, he can now call out Zhu Bajie to seek revenge for Zhang
Jiao.
Thinking of this, Yue Feng walked out of the room and was about to invite Zhu Bajie to
leave with him, but what made him depressed was that the entire villa did not see Zhu
Bajie at all.
Even Yu Qianqian, who had been taking care of herself, didn’t know where she went.
“Where did the eldest miss and his master go?” Yue Feng asked with a servant.
The servant replied respectfully: “Master Zhu and the eldest lady, went to the Northern
Ying Continent.”
After speaking, the servant thought for a while, and continued: “An hour ago, two
disciples of the Holy Sect came to visit, what are you talking about? If they wanted to
see Master Zhu, Master Zhu followed them.”
What?
Hearing this, Yue Feng frowned secretly, Saint Sect disciple? The lady who said it
should be Chang’e.
Chang’e hated Zhu Bajie to the core, how could she take the initiative to send someone
to look for him? There must be fraud in this.

Thinking of this, Yue Feng was very uneasy, and quickly asked, “How long have you
been gone?”
“It’s been an hour.”
Yue Feng didn’t have time to think, he quickly returned to the room, put Xiaolong in the
spirit beast bag, and hurried out. The previous spirit beast sac was destroyed by Lu
Lingshan. In the past few days, Yujia villa cultivated, and Zhu Bajie gave Yue Feng
another one.
……
this moment, the other side.
On the mountain trail with complex environment, there were shouts and screams at this
time, which broke the original tranquility, a bloody storm, and the ground seemed to be
dyed red.
Zhu Bajie was under the siege of tens of thousands of the elites of the Wutian
Organization, and he was not suppressed in the slightest. The enemy fell in a scream.
Bang bang bang!
In the blink of an eye, hundreds of elite disciples had fallen into a pool of blood.
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Mad!
Seeing this scene, the leading elite disciple, with blood-red eyes, stared at Zhu Bajie:
“Zhu Bajie, no matter how strong you are, you won’t be able to stop us from being
crowded, so you can spare your life if you are obedient. “
Zhu Bajie, stop struggling!”
“That’s right, there’s no good end for you to fight stubbornly.”
“Let’s capture it!”
At this moment, the other elite disciples around also roared in anger, one by one.
This Zhu Bajie is too powerful, don’t subdue him quickly, I’m afraid there will be more
casualties.
Catch up?

Hearing this, Zhu Bajie sneered, saying that he had never surrendered for so many
years.
“If you want to arrest me, come up, I’m going to have a good time with Lao Zhu today!”
Zhu Bajie didn’t panic at all, but was extremely excited, shouted, and rushed into the
crowd again!
Bang bang bang…
Zhu Bajie shuttled through the crowd, his whole body filled with fighting intent, and he
shot out one palm after another!
At this time, Zhu Bajie’s eyes were extremely blood red, and the anger of being
besieged broke out completely, like a god of war coming into the world, incomparably
mighty and invincible.
In the blink of an eye, several hundred more elite disciples fell in a pool of blood.
hiss!
Seeing this scene, both Yu Qianqian and the remaining elite disciples couldn’t help but
gasp.
“This… This Zhu Bajie’s strength is too terrifying.”
“Although we have many people, it is really difficult to capture him alive.”
“Don’t say catching him alive, it’s not easy to kill him.”
Under the exclamations of everyone, Yu Qianqian was full of admiration, looking at Zhu
Bajie, unable to speak with excitement.
Master’s strength is too strong, he is so handsome when he is a husband.
Haha..
Seeing Yu Qianqian’s adoring eyes, Zhu Bajie felt extremely happy.
Happily, it’s a joy to play!
“Zhu Bajie, don’t be complacent.”
At this moment, there was an angry shout from the sky not far away, and then, a figure
flew like thunder and lightning, and the whole body was filled with a terrifying aura.
It was Zhang Jiao.

It’s him?
Seeing Zhang Jiao, Zhu Bajie’s heart trembled, and his eyes flashed with strong
hostility: “Made, are you pretending to be Chang’e to deceive me?”
When he said this, Zhu Bajie’s face was gloomy, and he pressed inner anger.
Although Zhu Bajie is lustful, he is also a smart person. As soon as he sees Zhang Jiao,
he immediately realizes that Zhang Jiao is behind the scenes. Chang’e didn’t look for
him at all, he deliberately deceived him.
This Zhang Jiao, who hurt his brother Yue Feng so miserably, and now he is lying to
himself, is really hateful.
“Zhu Bajie!” Zhang Jiao said with an expressionless face and sneered: “The so-called
soldier never tires of deceit, you are extremely lecherous, I used Empress Chang’e to
deceive you, which is the right medicine.” After
speaking, Zhang Jiao’s eyes became more and more Bing Leng: “Speaking of which,
we have no grievances and no enmity, but who made you and Yue Feng sworn
brothers? You can’t escape anyway, so why don’t you just surrender obediently and let
me go.
” But not excited.
Haha…. This Zhu Bajie is really easy to deceive, but just using the name of Empress
Chang’e to lead him out. As long as he was caught, Yue Feng didn’t have a strong
helper, it was nothing to worry about.
At the same time, seeing the disciples around him who were killed by Zhu Bajie, Zhang
Jiao’s eyes flashed with anger again.
Chapter 2579
What? Surrender again?
Zhu Bajie was stunned for a moment, then laughed and mocked: “Zhang Jiao, what are
you? If you ask me to surrender, I have to surrender?” Zhang
Jiao, who was imprisoned by Lu Bu for thousands of years, did not repent and thought
about it. Making waves in Kyushu.
Aware of Zhu Bajie’s disdain, Zhang Jiao’s face was extremely ugly.
He was someone who wanted to dominate Kyushu, but was so humiliated by Zhu Bajie.

The more Zhang Jiao thought about it, the more angry he became, his eyes were like
electricity, and he locked on Zhu Bajie: “You are courting death!”
Om!
The voice fell, and a terrifying aura erupted from Zhang Jiao’s body. In an instant, the
surrounding air seemed to be stagnant!
Unfathomable and powerful coercion, suppressing people panic!
The next second, Zhang Jiao slowly raised his right hand and hit Zhu Bajie with a palm!
This guy is very strong.
Feeling the speed of Zhang Jiao’s lightning fast, Zhu Bajie frowned secretly, and
couldn’t help but muttered in his heart.
Bang!
The two palms collided, and an overwhelming force swept towards the surroundings. Yu
Qianqian and many disciples of the Wutian Organization below were shaken back more
than ten steps, and they all looked horrified.
call!
At the same time, Zhu Bajie’s face became solemn, Madd, the strength of this horn was
so terrifying, and he had to use eight layers of internal force to block this palm!
The face of Zhang Jiao on the opposite side also changed, and he looked at Zhu Bajie
closely.
As expected of a person who has been famous for thousands of years, it seems that it
is not as easy as he imagined to subdue Zhu Bajie, but he has an axe, so don’t panic.
Hahaha…
Aware of Zhang Jiao’s gaze, Zhu Bajie laughed and said mockingly: “How is it? Are you
still fighting?” Zhang
Jiao is a very dangerous person to others, but Zhu Bajie laughed. But not afraid of him
at all.
“Brother Zhu!”
At this moment, a loud cry came from the sky in the distance, and then, a handsome
figure flew quickly, it was Yue Feng.

Swish!
Seeing Yue Feng, the eyes of everyone present converged on him at once. Zhang Jiao,
in particular, was stunned for a moment, and then smiled proudly: ” Yue
Feng, you finally appeared, and it was just in time. Today, I will kill you and Zhu Bajie.”
Tian Huaji pointed at Zhang Jiao and howled
, “Zhang Jiao, you killed Xiao Xi. Today, I want you to pay for your debts with blood.”
At the thought of Xiao Xi’s tragic death, Yue Feng couldn’t hold back, and the whole
thing became crazy.
“Brother, let’s work together today to eliminate the evil in the mainland of Kyushu.” Zhu
Bajie shouted with pride.
call!
“Brother Zhu, don’t underestimate the enemy, he has an axe in his hand.” Yue Feng
couldn’t help but said.
At this time, Yue Feng was already full of anger in his heart, but he was not
overwhelmed by hatred. He had Zhu Bajie to help him, but Zhang Jiao had an axe in his
hand, which should not be underestimated.
What?
Hearing this, Zhu Bajie’s expression changed. Didn’t Kaitian Axe disappear in the wild
and strange realm with Duan Yu’s escape three years ago? How could it be in Zhang
Jiao’s hands?
At this moment, Zhang Jiao showed a sneer, his eyes fixed on Zhu Bajie: “Yes, the
opening axe is in my hands, this is also God’s arrangement, I Zhang Jiao is destined to
become the supreme of Kyushu, let alone the two of you joining forces , even if there is
another peerless powerhouse, don’t even think about defeating me, you all go to death.”
Om!
As soon as the words fell, Zhang Jiao summoned the axe to open the sky, waved it
violently, and a powerful breath swept out. In an instant, over the entire mountain forest,
the situation changed, as if the end was coming!
Chapter 2580
I’m going!

Seeing the Kaitian Axe and feeling Zhang Jiao’s endless killing intent, Zhu Bajie’s
expression finally changed, and at the same time he secretly swallowed his saliva.
Madd, it’s no wonder that Zhang Jiao is so confident. It turns out that he really has an
axe in his hand.
Muttering, thinking of Yue Feng’s help, Zhu Bajie calmed down and sneered: “Zhang
Jiao, just like you, you really want to be the Supreme Being of Kyushu, but God is
blind.”
“You know, since ancient times, Evil has been invincible since then.”
“Nonsense!”
Zhang Jiao was too lazy to talk nonsense, so he roared and clenched the open axe and
flew up!
hum!
At this moment, Zhang Jiao’s internal force exploded, and the sky was about to shatter!
Immediately afterwards, a terrifying force erupted from the opening axe, forming a
dazzling golden light and shadow, shrouding Zhu Bajie and Yue Feng.
Speaking of which, Zhang Jiao has only possessed the Heaven-Opening Axe for more
than a year, but he is extremely talented, and he cultivates the Yin-evil cultivation
technique, which complements the extreme yang power of the Sky-Opening Axe, so he
does not need it at all. Like Duan Yu before, carefully control the power of the SkyOpening Axe.
In an instant, Jin Mang burst out, and the entire mountain forest was shrouded in a
terrifying aura. Everyone felt a chill, their eyes widened, and they couldn’t help sweating
for Zhu Bajie! !
Especially Yu Qianqian, her delicate body was trembling, her legs were weak, and she
could hardly stand still.
At this moment, Yue Feng and Zhu Bajie looked at each other without any hesitation.
“Roar!”
However, at this time, I heard a dragon roar that shook the sky above the sky. The
whole sky was covered with dark clouds, and the thunder was rolling. Then, I saw a
huge silhouette vaguely emerging between the clouds.
It was a giant dragon.

hiss!
Seeing this scene, whether it was Zhang Jiao, Yue Feng, or everyone else, they were
all dumbfounded.
what’s the situation? Why suddenly, a giant dragon appeared? Especially Yue Feng, his
brain was buzzing, almost blank.
There have been no dragons in Kyushu for thousands of years. The last one is in his
own spirit beast bag, and it is still too small. Why did another one appear?
“Roar! Roar! Roar!”
Just when everyone was shocked, the giant dragon let out a roar of dragon roar again,
and saw a terrifying aura that rolled down and enveloped everyone.
This breath is the special power of the dragon, the breath of the dragon!
Even an existence like Yue Feng was difficult to resist, and the world swirled in front of
him, and he passed out in a coma. Not only that, Zhang Jiao and Zhu Bajie, as well as
everyone present, also fell to the ground.
…..
Yue Feng didn’t know how long he had been in a coma, all he knew was that when he
opened his eyes, his head was dizzy.
Nima, the power of that giant dragon is too terrifying.
Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng frowned and looked around. Immediately stunned.
where is this?
A gust of sea breeze came. Looking around, Yue Feng was shocked to find that he was
on a small island, but the environment was too shocking, the black sea water, and even
the sky was gray, and the sun and moon could not be seen at all.
This… seems to be a wild and strange environment.
And not far away, there is a huge boulder, the boulder is more than 100 meters long,
with a few simple and vigorous characters engraved on it: Shenlong Island.
Shenlong Island?

